Finally, a painless payment option for patients.

The ClinCard System combines electronic payment technology with real-time messaging functionality to make life easier for research sites, universities, sponsors, and ultimately the patients who make clinical research possible.

Contact Peter Rutt, at peter.rutt@greenphire.com or 215-948-9411, for more information.

Reduce Cost & Risk

The ClinCard System reduces costs associated with patient payments by an average of 60% using technology to eliminate inefficient, multi-step, manual workflows. The system also provides an optional ‘Approval Tool’ allowing select users to control and centralize the release of all payments.

90% reduction in patient payment administration 12 min Traditional manual process 20 sec ClinCard process

Eliminate Administration Steps

Traditional manual processes require an average of 4-6 unique administrative steps taking 12 or more minutes to issue a single patient payment. The ClinCard System reduces this process to a single click in Greenphire’s web-based portal, or less than 20 seconds per payment.

Quickly and Accurately Generate Reports

The ClinCard System makes life simple by instantly recording each transaction & the ability to generate automatic reports. These reports include a Year End 1099 Report, Payments by Study, Payments by Subject.

Increase Retention & Compliance

The ClinCard System combines real-time patient payment delivery with automated patient messaging. Patients can opt-in to receive a text and/or email once they get paid or reminders for upcoming appointments. Patients can treat their ClinCard like a check by cashing the card out at a bank at no fee. Patients do not need a bank account.